
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
           PUBLIC NOTICE ON TRANSITIONAL TAX 

The Fiji Revenue & Customs Authority together with the Fijian Government 

continues to bring reforms in the Taxation system that we envisage will 

incentivize, promote growth and stimulate economic prosperity to all.  These tax 

policy changes are to ensure that we continue to create conducive environment for 

investments.  

The changes to the Dividend Regime as announced by the Minister of Economy 

in 2017/2018 Budget is to close the chapter on Dividend taxation, so that 

effectively there is only one layer of taxation, giving a very competitive 20% 

Corporate Tax. 

As part of the taxation reforms, the Dividend Taxation Regime is repealed giving 

tax exemption to any Dividend payable after 29th of June 2017, for tax years 2016 

and thereafter. The Deemed Dividend Provisions are also repealed, effective 29 

June, 2017. 

However, the 2014 and 2015 Transitional Tax of 1% will still be payable, if this 

has not yet been paid, on the balance of the Profits after tax, for the respective 

years. 

Furthermore, to simplify the taxation of dividend from pre-2014 profits after tax, 

the following changes also take effect from 29 June 2017: 

1. All undistributed profits including capital profits in the balance of retained 

earnings for Tax year pre-2014 (or equivalent substituted tax year for years 

prior to tax year 2014) will be subject to 1% tax.  

2. The above 1% tax is equally applicable to Companies registered in Fiji as 

Branches.  

3. The ONLY Exemption from the 1% tax is applicable to Companies that 

are listed on the SPSE.  

4. The 1% tax is a FINAL TAX, and no further tax will be applicable on   the 

distribution of dividends from the same period, thereafter.  

5. The payment of the 1% Transitional Tax is due on or before 30 September 

2017. 

 

The form and instructions are accessible on http://www.frca.org.fj/taxation-forms-2/ 

http://www.frca.org.fj/taxation-forms-2/


Please be advised that failure to pay by the due date will attract a penalty of 75% 

of taxes due. An additional 5% penalty will be applicable on the amount of unpaid 

tax for each month of default. 

FRCA will continue to work in partnership with stakeholders and Fijian Taxpayers 

for the betterment of all. 
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